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Abstract

Computational vision, visual computing and biomedical image analysis have made tremendous progress over the past two decades. This is mostly due to the development of efficient learning and inference algorithms which allow better and richer modeling of image and visual understanding tasks. Hyper-Graph representations are among the most prominent tools to address such perception through the casting of perception as a graph optimization problem. In this paper, we briefly introduce the importance of such representations, discuss their strength and limitations, provide appropriate strategies for their inference and present their application to address a variety of problems in biomedical image analysis.
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1. Introduction

The analysis of medical images aims at extraction of hidden, clinically relevant information, and has a wide range of applications including the detection or automatic outlining of internal structures (image segmentation), the summarization of knowledge from group populations (spatial normalization), or the association of imaging profile with the clinical state of the patient. Inverse modeling is often the paradigm used to interpret medical images. In simple words given an interpretation objective, the first step consists on describing the space of solutions through a parametric mathematical model. The parameters of this model are then somehow associated with the measurements through an objective specific cost function that also imposes some smoothness constraints to make the problem mathematically and computationally tractable. Optimal solution to the problem consists in finding the set of parameters able to produce the lowest cost of the energy function and is often determined through an approximate inference algorithm since exact solution is frequently not attainable.

Numerous mathematical paradigms have been considered in the field of medical imaging to implement the aforementioned strategy. Mathematical richness, computational complexity, inference
mechanisms and modularity and scalability are often their classification criteria. Ideally one would like to adopt models of limited complexity (it facilitates inference) but able to encode rich priors, as well as cost functions that can be exactly minimized (optimal solution) with reasonable computational complexity. Graphical models [1] is an elegant, powerful and computationally efficient method to such an objective. In the recent years, the field has witnessed an enormous progress due to the development of efficient optimization/inference methods coupled with machine learning algorithms and the availability of large scale training data. While probabilistic graphical models have a variety of useful variants, here we will focus on a Markov Random Fields (MRF) formulation, where inference is often expressed as a (undirected) graph optimization problem acting on a predefined graph structure (fixed number of nodes and connectivity) associated with a discrete number of variables.

A wide variety of tasks in medical image analysis can be formulated as discrete labeling problems. In very simple terms, a discrete optimization problem can be stated as follows: we are given a discrete set of variables \( \mathcal{V} \), all of which are vertices in a graph \( \mathcal{G} \). The edges of this graph (denoted by \( \mathcal{E} \)) encode the variables’ relationships. We are also given as input a discrete set of labels \( \mathcal{L} \). We must then assign one label from \( \mathcal{L} \) to each variable in \( \mathcal{V} \). However, each time we choose to assign a label, say, \( x_{p_1} \) to a variable \( p_1 \), we are forced to pay a price according to the so-called singleton potential function \( g_{p}(x_{p}) \), while each time we choose to assign a pair of labels, say, \( x_{p_1} \) and \( x_{p_2} \) to two interrelated variables \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) (two nodes that are connected by an edge in the graph \( \mathcal{G} \)), we are also forced to pay another price, which is now determined by the so-called pairwise potential function \( f_{p_1,p_2}(x_{p_1}, x_{p_2}) \). Both the singleton and pairwise potential functions are problem specific and are thus assumed to be provided as input. For example, if the aim is image segmentation, in order to assign a class label to every voxel of the image, an appearance model is learned (from training examples) for every class and encoded in the form of a probability distribution \( \pi(x) \). This probability distribution can be naturally incorporated in the MRF model by setting the unary potentials of the segmentation grid for every label to the negative log-probability of the respective class:

\[
g_{p}(x_{p}) = -\log(\pi(x_{p})).
\]

Our goal is then to choose a labeling which will allow us to pay the smallest total price. In other words, based on what we have mentioned above, we want to choose a labeling that minimizes the sum of all the MRF potentials, or equivalently the MRF energy. This amounts to solving the following optimization problem:

\[
\arg\min_{\{x_{p}\}} \mathcal{P}(g, f) = \sum_{p \in \mathcal{V}} g_{p}(x_{p}) + \sum_{(p_1, p_2) \in \mathcal{E}} f_{p_1,p_2}(x_{p_1}, x_{p_2}).
\] (1)

The use of such a model can describe a number of challenging problems in medical image analysis. However these simplistic models can only account for simple interactions between variables, a rather constrained scenario for high-level medical imaging perception tasks. One can augment the
expressive power of this model through higher order interactions between variables, or a number of cliques \( \{C_i, i \in [1, n] = \{\{p_{i1}, \cdots, p_{i|C_i|}\}\} \} \) of order \( |C_i| \) that will augment the definition of \( V \) and will introduce hyper-vertices:

\[
\arg \min_{\{x_p\}} \mathcal{P}(g, f) = \sum_{p \in V} g_p(x_p) + \\
\sum_{(p_1, p_2) \in E} f_{p_1, p_2}(x_{p_1}, x_{p_2}) + \sum_{C_i \in E} f_{p_{i1}, \cdots, p_{i|C_i|}}(x_{p_{i1}}, \cdots, x_{p_{i|C_i|}}).
\]

(2)

where \( f_{p_{i1}, \cdots, p_{i|C_i|}} \) is the price to pay for associating the labels \( (x_{p_{i1}}, \cdots, x_{p_{i|C_i|}}) \) to the nodes \( (p_{i1}, \cdots, p_{i|C_i|}) \).

Parameter inference, addressed by minimizing the problem above, is the most critical aspect in computational medicine and efficient optimization algorithms are to be evaluated both in terms of computational complexity as well as of inference performance. State of the art methods include deterministic and non-deterministic annealing, genetic algorithms, max-flow/min-cut techniques and relaxation. These methods offer certain strengths while exhibiting certain limitations, mostly related to the amount of interactions which can be tolerated among neighborhood nodes. In the area of medical imaging where domain knowledge is quite strong, one would expect that such interactions should be enforced at the largest scale possible.

The remainder of this paper reviews briefly our contributions in the field. Section 2 presents the work done in the area of inference algorithms while section 3 discusses their use to address the fundamental problems of biomedical image analysis, while the last section concludes the paper and presents perspectives and future directions of our work.

2. Inference on Graphical Models

Inference over graphs has been a well studied problem in a number of fields such as networks, operational research, computational biology and computer vision. Graph-based representations were introduced in computer vision at mid-eighties \cite{2} through Markov Random Fields as a novel mathematical modeling framework constrained though from the lack of efficient inference methods as well as processing power - and became again popular during the past two decades thanks to the development of efficient optimization algorithms \cite{3, 4}.

On one hand, local iterative optimization methods or annealing-like methods were the first attempts to perform inference over graphs in computer vision and image processing. Computational efficiency was the main strength of local iterative methods with bottleneck being their inability to converge to a good optimum. Annealing methods - despite their theoretical guarantees with respect to the attained solution - were computationally inefficient and practically unusable. The principle of max-flow/min-cut theorem was first introduced in vision at the late eighties \cite{5} and then re-introduced efficiently \cite{6} along with the re-discovery of message passing methods \cite{7} despite the absence of theoretical guarantees - such as belief propagation networks \cite{8}. Such developments
had as a direct consequence the establishment of graphical models as one of the main stream computational vision mathematical formalism over the past decade. In the recent years, a number of extremely efficient optimization methods were re-introduced (e.g. Tree-reweighted Message Passing \[9\], the Fast Primal-Dual Method \[10\] or the Extended Roof Duality \[11\]) resulting on a great variety of optimization algorithms addressing the expectations of the field both in terms of optimality properties of the attained solution as well as in terms of computational complexity for low-rank (pair-wise) graphical models.

On the other hand, the case of higher order models with arbitrary interactions between nodes (both in terms of connectivity as well as in terms of potentials) is far from being considered that has reached a mature stage. Significant progress has been made when considering higher order interactions of simple nature such as generalized Potts model \[12\] or higher order models of limited complexity through their mapping to a pair-wise one and then use existing optimization methods to perform inference \[13\]. In the case of real-valued variables, an alternative consists of using message passing methods like belief propagation networks \[14\] that have linear complexity with respect to the order of clique. Dual decomposition \[15\] is another alternative that provides more freedom with respect to the class of potentials that could be handled while maintaining a competitive advantage in terms of computational complexity. In \[16\] a more efficient variant for mapping higher order problems to pair-wise ones using principles introduced in \[10\] was presented with better convergence and optimality guarantees. Furthermore, in \[17\] an efficient method to infer solutions for higher order graphical models with submodular potentials was presented while in \[18\] a submodular relaxation approach was proposed for pair-wise and higher order graphical models inference. More recently \[19\] tackled higher order inference for graphical models which can be expressed as the minimization of partially separable function of discrete variables, while in \[20\] the principle of active constraints adaptively learnt over multiple iterations was adopted. Further aspects on inference, and specifically on the most commonly used optimization principles in the context of graphical models, are discussed in \[21\].

3. Discrete Biomedical Image Analysis

Graph-based representations have attracted the interest of the biomedical image analysis community immediately after their re-appearance in the field of vision. Discrete labeling problems like semantic image segmentation were the first to be considered. Let us first refer to some seminal works like for example the one presented in \[22\] where an interactive segmentation method was introduced exploiting graph cuts as optimization technique. This concept was generalized in \[23\] to deal with the multi-class semantic segmentation problem. The same problem was addressed through an alternative but yet powerful optimization method, the random walker algorithm in \[24\]. Recently tree-structured graphs were preferred for medical image segmentation targeting efficiency in infer-
ence and training. Let us now briefly review our own contributions in this area where the order of cliques (pair-wise versus higher order) is used as classification criterion.

3.1. Pair-Wise Graphical Models in Biomedical Imaging

Knowledge-based image segmentation is a fundamental problem in medical imaging. The central idea is to build a statistical model learned from a set of training examples constraining the space of solutions. This is a challenging problem in the context of graphical models since prior knowledge requires rich modeling and often global constraints. In prior knowledge is expressed through a point distribution representation mapped to a pair-wise probabilistic graphical model. In such a context global shape priors could be built through the concatenation of local constraints expressed differently depending on the context, resulting on a powerful and flexible model both in terms of learning as well as in terms of inference using generic graph-based optimization methods. A different approach was adopted in where the prior knowledge is expressed globally through a multi-class statistical atlas and encoded as constraint throughout the random walker algorithm. Furthermore, in order to define the optimal tradeoff between data, prior and smoothness constraints a mathematically elegant and principled learning framework was introduced in . The work presented in bears concept similarities with the one in . The central idea is to extend the prior model towards accounting for multiple hypotheses. To this end, brain tumors were clustered geometrically to a common reference space towards creating a multi-hypotheses model where each class has its own statistical atlas of appearance. During segmentation, image likelihoods were combined with hypotheses selection and associated geometric position constraints toward automatic detection, segmentation and characterization of brain tumors.

The problem of image registration has been also considered within a pair-wise graphical model. In a decomposed pair-wise fully connected chain model was introduced to address the problem of linear registration. The approximate impact of the different parameters was estimated for different combination of pairs of variables that have been jointly optimized. The problem of deformable registration was considered in and was formulated through the deformation of a (super-imposed to the domain) grid according to a discrete set of displacements leading to an approach that is metric-free, modular, scalable and computationally efficient. Labels were assigned to displacements and therefore used to estimate the data similarity term, while the connectivity of the graph was used to impose smoothness on the deformation field. In such a model two aspects were critical; (i) the quantization of the search space, and (ii) the selection of the similarity metric. Insights as it concerns adaptive quantization of the search space determined according to the directional uncertainties of the obtained solution were presented in . In order to address the selection of the similarity function the approach of has been further extended with an online metric learning paradigm in , where mutual saliency was used to determine the impact of different feature spaces.
In order to deal with the ill-posedness nature of the deformable registration problem, regularization constraints have been further enhanced with learned deformation priors in [35]. The central idea was to determine domain-specific graph connectivity learned from the data. Integration of geometric landmark correspondences has been also considered through a simultaneous coupling of iconic and geometric methods. In [36], a decomposed/inter-connected graphical model was presented seeking to determine simultaneously a dense deformation model to create iconic correspondences and direct correspondences between candidate landmark points. Last but not least, the problem of slice-to-volume registration was considered in [37] through an over-parameterized pair-wise graph encoding simultaneously the plane selection and the in-plane deformations in a metric-free framework.

Despite their strengths, pair-wise graphical models inherit limited expressive power since variable interactions can only be encoded through links between two variables. In a number of problems, the use of more expressive priors is a necessity both from modeling viewpoint as well as from accuracy one.

3.2. Higher-order Graphical Models in Biomedical Imaging

Graph matching is an interesting problem in biomedical imaging since it is often used to establish meaningful correspondences between anatomical landmarks. In [38] a method for landmark based segmentation was presented exploiting third order potentials. On top of local similarity constraints, pose invariant geometric constraints were introduced involving triplets of nodes that were able to explicitly account for global pose variations. The aforementioned principle has been integrated to a conventional edge/region-based segmentation paradigm [39] through an interconnected graph seeking to simultaneously determine correspondences between a sparse probabilistic model and detected landmarks, as the one in [38], and consistent voxel-based modeling in the volume domain. In order to address computational complexity issues, the problem of compacting the prior model (reduce the shape related higher order cliques) while maintaining its expressive power, has been studied in [40] where training examples were used to determine the optimal subset of higher order constraints through parallel training of models endowed with a coordination mechanism imposing convergence to a globally optimal solution. The use of such static models, when considering more complex articulated anatomical structures, becomes inefficient. In [41] a higher order graph has been considered to encode interactions between different vertebrae of the spine. Constraints on the vertebra relative positions were modeled and learned in $R^6$ towards facilitating inference in new patients. In order to reduce the complexity of the model (conjunction of increased dimensionality of the label space and multiple higher order cliques), a manifold learning approach was considered in [42] where both the higher order cliques and the corresponding label space have been mapped to a low dimensional manifold on which inference was then performed.

Higher order graphs have been also used in the context of linear and deformable registration. An approach that was able to determine a linear mapping through a graph-based local deformation...
model endowed with higher order planarity constraints was presented in [43]. The same principle was used in [44] to deal with the task of image-to-volume registration through a decoupled inter-connected graphical model seeking to simultaneously determine the optimal plane through a higher order model and the associate in plane deformation through a pair-wise graph as suggested in [32]. The problem of coupled segmentation/atlas-based registration within the context of brain tumor delineation was considered within an adaptive graphical model in [45]. The central idea was to consider hyper-cliques modeling the interacting segmentation and deformation labels and adaptively resample the associating grids while explicitly accounting for the uncertainties, as suggested in [32], of the obtained solution. Deformable registration within a population alignment setting was also addressed through a higher order graphical model in [46]. In order to address this objective, multiple interacting graph-optimization problems seeking to simultaneously deform all volumes were simultaneously optimized such that: (i) visual correspondences between all possible pairs of volumes are established in the common space through smooth deformations, and (ii) individual distribution of voxels in the common space are as compact as possible (through congealing like criteria). Last, but not least the problem of population registration was coupled with multi-atlas segmentation in [47]. Such model was built upon the work presented in [46] involving the simultaneous deformation of all atlases and coupled with a multi-class segmentation map seeking to penalize disagreement between segmentation labels predicted from the deformed atlases.

4. Discussion and Perspectives

In this paper we have briefly introduced graphical models in biomedical imaging. After a brief introduction motivating the interest on such representations, we discuss existing state of the art inference algorithms and conclude with a brief representative snapshot of our work carried out during the past decade towards addressing some of the pillar problems of biomedical imaging. To summarize, during the past decade the mainstream effort was dedicated to the development of efficient inference methods for low-rank (pair-wise) user-defined application-driven graphical models involving limited interactions between the nodes of the graphical models. Such models have been very powerful in addressing a number of low and mid-level computational perception problems but failed to cope with high-level tasks. One can claim that this was due to:

- constraints being imposed by the low-rank connections between graph nodes (pair-wise models offer limited interaction between variables) that was mostly the outcome of lacking efficient optimization methods to address higher order interactions.
- absence of leveraging large scale manually annotated data towards defining the optimal inference problem. Obviously recovering the optimal solution of an arbitrary objective function
that does not correspond to the one that should be used towards getting the optimal visual perception answer is not that useful.

• absence of introducing high-level knowledge on the structure of the considered graphs towards facilitating the process of describing the space of solutions and making inference feasible at reasonable computational time with strong optimality guarantees.

An interesting future perspective will be to introduce a novel discrete, data-driven, higher order, structured computational framework to address visual perception and its applications in large scale modeling and biomedical image analysis. Medicine is a field where human understandable predictions could have a much stronger adoption rate from the clinical experts. Therefore coupling the advances of machine learning able to provide quite powerful individual predictions (like for example deep learning), with human understandable structured representations (graphs learned from examples, tree structures being the derivation of structured models like for example grammars) and efficient distributed optimization methods could be a major breakthrough towards reproducing or even surpassing human intelligence.
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